
design notes:

Stamp several small images in a
medallion arrangement on a panel.
Die cut bottom edge of panel with an
Edgers or decorative border die for
interest. Add to card front with foam
adhesive to add dimension and stamp
sentiment below.

Sketch recipe

betsy veldman   www.papertreyink.com

sentiment

11 th Anniversary11 th Anniversary
Team Sketch Challenge

design notes:

Give card base pattern with either
stenciling or patterned paper. Build
a bouquet with stamped and die cut
leaves and flowers. Stamp sentiment
on a die cut banner and tuck into the
arranged flowers.

Sketch recipe

dawn mcvey   www.papertreyink.com

sentiment



design notes:

Heat emboss a large floral image onto
vellum, die cut, and color lightly.
Adhere to a wide strip of contrasting
cardstock. Add speckles of paint or
small embellishments for interest.
Die cut sentiment from metallic
cardstock and adhere to card center.

Sketch recipe

keeway tsao   www.papertreyink.com

design notes:

Sponge a ray design onto a card base
or panel. Assemble a nest of flowers
for a central focal point. Stamp
sentiment on die cut banner and
adhere to card front. Embellish with
small die cuts or wooden elements.

Sketch recipe

laurie schmidlin   www.papertreyink.com

design notes:

Stamp your focal image on a panel
and surround with stamped confetti.
Stitch stamped panel to a contrasting
card base. Embellish with sequins or
other small elements.

Sketch recipe

heather nichols   www.papertreyink.com

sentiment

SENTIMENT

sentiment



design notes:

Stamp sentiment onto a die cut or
panel and mat it with a scalloped
shape. Arrange stamped and die cut
flowers and leaves around the
sentiment piece. Adhere to card front
with a mix of flat and foam adhesives
for interest.

Sketch recipe

melissa bickford   www.papertreyink.com

design notes:

Cut a card base to be slightly
narrower than a typical A2 size.
Layer with a unique shape, such as a
Mix & Mat panel. Stamp sentiment on
a die cut banner and embellish card
front with die cut and stamped leaves
and flowers.

Sketch recipe

melissa phillips   www.papertreyink.com

design notes:

Cover a card base with a cover plate
or patterned paper. Stamp sentiment
onto a strip of cardstock and adhere
to card front. Embellish with stamped
and die cut flowers and leaves.

Sketch recipe

lizzie jones   www.papertreyink.com

sentiment

sentiment

sentiment



design notes:

Create a multimedia focal point by
incorporating cotton batting or a
similar 3D material. Use a large die
cut phrase for your sentiment. Tie
ribbons and trims around card base
for additional embellishment. 

Sketch recipe

stephanie gold   www.papertreyink.com

design notes:

Score lines on a simple card front to
add interest. Stamp or die cut a circle
image several times and arrange
within a frame. Use a rainbow of inks
for a cheerful effect or shades of the
same color for a more subdued design.
Stamp sentiment below.

Sketch recipe

michelle leone   www.papertreyink.com

sentiment

sentiment

Enjoy this year’s favorites from the
2018 papertrey ink design team!
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